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Key features 

• Fascinating story of the 50-year history of the Formula 
Ford Festival 

• Charts the highs and lows of the Festival in the context of 
the British motorsport ladder over the past five decades 

•  Exclusive interviews with Festival competitors including 
Bryan Herta, Rick Morris and Simon Hill 

• Author Ben Evans is an ex-racing driver turned 
commentator 

• A former competitor and commentator at the Formula 
Ford Festival, Ben has an insider’s perspective on this 
unique event 

• Publicity campaign planned including radio, newspapers, 
websites, podcasts and magazines 

 
Description 

For more than 50 years the Formula Ford Festival has been the proving ground for ambitious racing drivers looking to make their mark. 
The Brands Hatch meeting was where the likes of Johnny Herbert, Damon Hill and Jenson Button first made their names, while both 
Michael Schumacher and Nigel Mansell never made it out of their heats. Now a club meeting, in its heyday the Festival was one of the 
UK’s biggest motor sport events, drawing tens of thousands of spectators, and enjoying more than a decade of prime coverage on the 
BBC’s Grandstand. From humble beginnings at a cold Snetterton, the move to Brands Hatch, the peak of the 1980s followed by a gentle 
decline, this book tells the story of the Festival. Drawing on exclusive contributions from some of the event’s legends and prestigious 
alumni, it covers all the on-track action together with off-track intrigue and controversies. 
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